A Message from the Principal!

Welcome to Burke High School for the 2019-20 school year. For over 50 years, Burke High School students have accomplished excellence in the academic, athletic, and activity arenas. Their achievements were realized by dedicated individual effort along with the care and guidance of committed faculty and staff, and remarkable parent and community backing. The tradition of excellence can only continue if we embrace the spirit of excellence in our attitude, decisions, and actions. In doing so, each and every one of you have the potential to make a positive difference in your own life and the lives of others.

It is important to note, Burke High School is not just a school building or stadium. People make Burke, Burke. Students, teachers, counselors, administrators, staff, parents, and community partners all come together to support one another and create a nurturing environment where all can learn and achieve. Burke encourages and welcomes your contributions, however big or small. Together we will keep our traditions of excellence alive and well for years to come.

We are Burke!
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